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To alZ whom it may concern.: " 
Be it known that I, AMOS W. SANGSTER, a 

| citizen of the United States, residing in Buf. 
falo, in the county of Erie and State of New 

5 York, have inwented certain new and useful 
| Improvements in Brace-Hinges, of which the 
following is a specification. |- 
The object of this invention is to produce'a 

i strong, durable hinge for trunks orboxes; and 
ro it consists of a trunk or box hinge, in combi 

nation with a brace adapted to catch and hold | 
i the hinge at a certain point when the box 
cover is open, all of which will be fully and 
clearly hereinafter shown by reference to the 
accompanying drawings, im which- | 

Figure 1 is a face view of the hinge. Fig. 
2 is a section through the hinge and a portion 
of a trunk and cover, showing it open; and 

| 

Fig. 3 represents, a section through a hinge 
and brace, also through a portion of a trunk 

| and cover, to which it is attached, showingit 
closed. | 

a represents the upper plate of the hinge, 
| and a the lower plate. They aresecured to 

| 25 gether by a joint, a”, in the usualway; but the 
i center of the joint a” isleft open, so that the 

brace c, when closed, may lie flat and close 
to the hinge and out of the way. The brace 
is provided at itslower end with an angular 
or bent portion, c”. This portion passes into. 
a narrow opening, c”, in the lowerhinge-plate. 
Itisformed, as shown, so asto adaptit to turn 
out asfar as is required (see Fig. 2) without 
being liable to be drawn out of place, and is 
provided with a narrow portion, c”, (shown in | 
Fig.1) so as not to reduce the strength of the 
hinge by making the opening a” too wide, and 
also to assist in strengtheniug the hinge. 
e representsaflat springsecured to the lower 

hinge-plate by a rivet, f". Thelower portion 
of this spring pressesagainst the lower part of 
c”, and thereby forces the brace up flat against 

3O 
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the hingewhen oras often as the cover of the 
trunk orbox is closed. (See Figs. 1 and 2.) 
The upper hinge-plate, a, is provided with 45 

an opening, e, and theupperend of the brace 
is provided with a narrow portion, e”, adapted 
to fit into the openinge'when thetrunk-cover 
is open, and thereby acts as a brace to prewent 
the cover from falling. back too far, the cor- 5o 
nersor shoulderse*e" preventingit from going 
into the openinge too far. The portion e* is 
bent slightly forward, so asto allow it to en 
ter the opening, and, if desired, a projecting 
piece, e”, may be placed over the openinge to 55 
facilitate the entrance of the parte”, and the 
parte' may be made longer, as shown by the 
dotted lines g in Fig. 1, and formed so as to 
always remain in the openinge, and when the 
trunk-cover is opened it will pass in until 60 
stopped by the shoulderse'e". In that case 
the spring might be dispensed with. The 
parts of the cover and trunk f f” areholowed 
out, so asto leaveroom for the spring and the 
portione”. | 

f* f* represent, a portion of the trunk and 
COVer. |- | . . 

The operation of the device will be readily 
understood from the foregoing description 
and drawings. 

I claim as my invention- , . 
1. Atrunk-hinge consisting of the jointed 

hinge-plates a a", provided with the openings 
c” e”, in combination with a brace, c, having 
the partse”, the bent portion c, and a spring, 75 
e, for the purposes described. , . . 

2. The hinge a a', having the openinga”, in 
combination with the brace-platec, provided 
with a narrow portion, c”, substantially as and 
for the purposes specified. 
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Witnesses: 
JAMES SANGSTER, 
J. M. CALDWELL, 

  

  


